IEWC Acquires Telecom Power & Connectivity Supplier Jupiter Communications

We're excited to announce our acquisition of Jupiter Communications, an industry leading telecommunications power and connectivity supplier, in a strategic move targeting dynamic growth in the North American telecom, central office and data center markets.

"IEWC and Jupiter Communications have developed a strong partnership over the last five years, and this acquisition is the culmination of the exciting growth the two organizations have achieved through compelling new solutions for the telecom industry in North America," shared Mike Veum, IEWC CEO.

As part of the integration, Jupiter will roll out a new logo in the coming weeks. While the corporate branding will look a bit different, there will be no changes to Jupiter’s day-to-day business practices. Customers can expect the same great partnership and commitment to success.

IEWC Updates

European IEWC Locations Now Known as Premier Cables

In 2020 we completed a strategic realignment to expand product line breadth & service offerings to our markets, streamline operations, & unify our brands. Consequently, IEWC European offices & warehouses in UK, Ireland & Europe are now known as Premier Cables.

Sponsored Content

Ratchet P-Clamps Solve the Toughest Wire Bundling Challenges

Looking for an innovative wire bundling solution? Ratchet P-Clamps provide installers and MROs with bundling options designed to adapt to more applications. Working with a mix of wires and cable sizes? Want to route multiple bundles in parallel? Need to navigate around obstructions? Go offset or inline, angled or straight. Ratchet P-Clamp will secure a range of cables without changing any other part of your cable routing and management strategy.

IEWC Updates

New Stocking Location Opens in San Francisco

IEWC’s newest distribution facility opened in Hayward, Calif., on October 13, 2020. This facility, with state-of-the-art equipment and technology, is much closer to the heart of our customer base providing easier and quicker access to almost all of our customers.

Watch on Demand: Advances In High Voltage Cable Design For EV Systems

Electric mobility power systems require HV cables designed to meet challenging application conditions. Dramatic advances in polyolefin material and irradiation technology have converged to create state-of-the-art XLPE cables for EVs. Learn how the technology continues to evolve.

IEWC Named a 2020 ‘Best Place to Work in Milwaukee’

Conducted each year, the Milwaukee Business Journal recognizes companies who excel at being an employer of choice based on employee input through a confidential survey process.

Supplier Partners Honored at Virtual Summit

What started as a friendly golf competition years ago has evolved into one of IEWC’s most treasured events of the year: the annual IEWC Supplier Summit and Golf Open. This year we had to forgo the golf, but we still were able to recognize our supplier partners for their contributions to our organization.
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